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Resolving the Struggle: Creative Writing and Self-Sufficiency 

Introduction: Practicality 

My mother is a very practical woman. My whole life, she has emphasized the 

importance of responsibility, honesty, and financial independence. Thus, these 

principles are very important to me, but sometimes they come into conflict with 

some of my other values, such as creativity, innovation, expression, and sacrifice. As 

honorable as these values are, they cannot replace the satisfaction that comes from 

providing for oneself.  

Not all roads to self-sufficiency are the same, because different people have 

different talents and skills. In this world, the odds of becoming self-sufficient are 

better for those who excel in hard sciences and fields. For those in the creative 

fields - creative writing, in particular - the advice one receives is often to abandon 

one's creative talents in favor of a more "practical" career. But not everyone can be 

a doctor, an engineer, or a computer programmer. Practical professions may keep 

life going, but the creative world is what makes life worth living.  

We need to stop discouraging young creatives from going for their dreams. 

This essay will focus on practical advice for a creative soul, so that such a person 

will not have to choose between their passions and their self-sufficiency. 

Eventually, with the right mindset, resources, and perseverance, any aspiring writer 

can make a living from their passions. 
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My Position: Another Profession First 

Finding A Muse 

Even writers with international fame, film contracts, and high acclaim - like 

Orson Scott Card, author of the Ender’s Game  series - don’t make their living 

entirely from novels. In an online writers’ blog, various writers contributed their 

two cents on how they keep afloat financially. Contrary to the biographies of 

successful authors, most of these writers had jobs unrelated to writing, such as 

waitressing, temping, babysitting, and even teaching yoga [cite].  

Although this may at first be dismaying, one must remember that the best 

way to write well is to live first. One cannot write without muse, and one cannot 

have muse without experiencing the joys and pains that come from moving forward 

in life. In an article for the “New Statesman,” Ed Smith says that when asked how to 

pursue a career in writing, he always wants to say, “Don’t! If you really want to 

write, then do so. Just don’t view it as a prearranged career, a battle campaign to be 

planned. Writing isn’t like that. Perhaps you need to do something else first” 

(Smith). He follows with an anecdote of how before he became an author, he was a 

professional cricket player. Although playing cricket was demanding, it gave him 

rich experiences for the six months of the year that he played. Then, for the 

following six months, he wrote.  

Variety of Professions 
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The cricket player’s binge approach to writing is very common, but not all 

inclusive. Different creatives have different methods to their madness. Maude 

Parker, in an article for the Saturday Evening Post, says,  

“As far as can be ascertained, there are only two methods used by 

professional writers. They vary as to details, but either the author’s 

idea endures a long period of incubation and is then produced at rapid 

speed . . . or the writers keep rigid office hours at least six days a week” 

(Parker). 

She cites examples of writers who almost alarmly devote themselves completely to 

their writing, forgoing food, sleep, and social interaction until the work is done. In 

contrast, Parker also mentions the “rigid” writers who insist on completing their 

hourly amount of writing each day, even on Christmas, much to the exasperation of 

their wives. 

Because of this variety, one cannot absolutely say that a certain side 

profession is perfect for an aspiring writer. First, the writer must determine what 

kind of daily patterns give him or her the most creative energy, and then find a 

steady job that complements it. Some steady jobs common to writers are that of a 

professor, a journalist, and business ventures. Figure 1 shows the frequency of these 

professions among many successful novelists and poets. For the sake of simplicity, 

professor is any teaching job. Editorial work is any regular job within a journal, 

magazine, or publication. Business mainly includes entrepreneurial efforts such as 

opening a bookshop. Although the highest on the graph, the “other” category 
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includes a menagerie of jobs like policeman, secretary, designer, marine, political 

activist, waitress, costume director, and even intelligence officer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Frequency of Side Professions Among Authors  bar graph. 

Teaching 

This close study - conducted by the author of this essay through her own 

search engine skills - shows that teaching was the dominating job among writers of 

the 20th century. Some authors who have supported themselves through pedagogy 

include Ursula K. Le Guin, George Orwell, H. G. Wells, Isaac Asimov, Madeline 

L’Engle, Susan Sontag, and Zadie Smith. One observer notes that “Perhaps the most 
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popular route for postgrads, teaching gives writers a steady income, extra time to 

write and the opportunity to share writing prowess with students” (Casavant 44). 

This extra time to write does not usually come abundantly during the school year, 

because of the heavy paperwork and lesson planning. However, the majority of 

teachers and professors receive around two to three months’ time off during the 

summer. During the school year, a writer can let an idea simmer on the backburner 

of her mind, and then let it loose during the summer time. “Binging” creatives find 

this approach very attractive. 

Editorial Work 

Now, for those whom teaching is still absolutely distasteful, editorial work is 

a wonderful opportunity to stretch one’s hand at writing, to have more freedom of 

lifestyle, and to live an interesting life. This approach works well for the writers 

disciplined enough to schedule their personal projects around a consistent working 

schedule. Unlike teaching, in journalism, one can rarely take months off to binge 

write.  

Susan Orlean, Isabel Allende, Betty Smith, and Joan Didion all began their 

writing careers with magazine or newspaper publications. Jon Gingerich advises 

that “journalism can teach fiction writers important skills. To make a successful, 

digestable pitch, journalists must ask themselves important questions: ‘What’s the 

story here?’ ‘Why are we talking about this now?’ ‘What makes this incident stand 

apart from other incidents?’ ” (Casavant 45). These are questions, that when asked, 
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can propel a piece of creative writing from merely interesting to stunningly 

relevant and world-changing.  

 

 

Business and Other Ventures 

This is the path most appealing to those who do not want to tie themselves 

down, even amid a scholarly writing community. In other words, if a creative writer 

does not want to be a teacher, nor a journalist of some sort, they must find steady 

occupation somewhere else. Ideally, this occupation will stretch the writer’s mind 

and try her heart enough to give her the inspiration she needs. 

With cricket-playing Ed Smith’s advice in mind, an aspiring writer must place 

her stories on the shelf and invest in her other talents and interests for the time 

being. This does not mean abandoning one’s talent or passion. It merely means 

letting it simmer until it is ready. Harper Lee, acclaimed author of To Kill a 

Mockingbird,  was an airline reservation agent before she got published. Edith 

Wharton mastered interior design. J. K. Rowling herself was a lowly secretary and 

researcher, barely scraping by the cobblestones of Edinburgh, Scotland until the 

Harry Potter  series exploded.  
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Opposing Views 

Talent Draining Away 

The innate fear within every writer and creative soul is that, by the miracle 

that they actually have a smidgen of talent, if they don’t act on it now, it will drain 

away. This process is exacerbated by long work hours populated with 

mind-numbing, creative-killing tasks. Some jobs simply take more out of a person 

than another, and if at the end of the day, a writer has given her job her all, what 

will there be left of her? 

Charles Bukowski eloquently gives words to this fear, as he reminisces on his 

days in a dreary office: 

“What hurts is the steadily diminishing humanity of those fighting to 

hold jobs they don’t want but fear the alternative worse. People simply 

empty out. They are bodies with fearful and obedient minds. The color 

leaves the eye. The voice becomes ugly. And the body. The hair. The 

fingernails. The shoes. Everything [becomes ugly]” (Popova).  

The fear of losing one’s humanity in a soul-drenching career is enough to 

hold any writer back. This is where the struggle between the creative spirit 

and self-sufficiency kicks in. There is a little voice in the back of each writer’s 

head, whispering that they are wasting their time, wasting their talents, and 

becoming more and more plebian with every day spent not writing. Giving 

heed to this voice without weighing in practicality can create an initial spark 

that soon fizzes out.  
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Instant Success 

Kiddie corner to the fear of one’s talent draining away is the argument that if 

other writers have become instant successes, it will not be too difficult to replicate 

such success in one’s own life. There is no shame in giving up everything for one’s 

art, as long as one believes in it. The money inevitably will come after that first 

story, novel, or screenplay is published.  

Many authors have gone from rags to riches. Zadie Smith published her first 

novel during her final year at Cambridge University, and it was an instant 

best-seller. It did not take too long for F. Scott Fitzgerald to start living the life of a 

celebrity after This Side of Paradise  became popular. And one must not forget the 

queen of every author’s dreams of success: J. K. Rowling. Rumor has it that she is 

richer than the Queen of England. People like these are what give hope to the 

aspiring author who just quit her cushy $12 an hour job at the bank for the sake of 

the art. If they can do it, anyone can do it.  
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Response to Opposing Views 

Odds of Instant Success 

J. K. Rowling, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Zadie Smith are all exceptions to the 

rule. Although it is inspiring to see their rise to fame, for every famous writer there 

are [thousands] who still live paycheck to paycheck on a side job. One online survey 

concludes that 74% of writers earn less than $25,000 a year [cite]. The author of the 

survey suggests not quitting one's day job to begin a career in writing.  

So what made them exceptions? Was it pure talent? Was it inspiration from a 

higher realm? There is no way to accurately appraise the potential value of one’s 

own novel idea (pun intended) against the work of those who have already 

succeeded. The literary market, just like human beings themselves, is fickle. What 

may be a bestseller today might end up toasting one’s fireplace during a power 

outage the next. Therefore, do not do it for the money.  

Besides the fact that the odds of becoming rich and famous are stacked 

against creative writers, the prime motivation should not be for material gain. Even 

if one has no shame in amassing great wealth at the cost of security, integrity, and 

even family, such an approach may not work anyway. One study shows that 

“extrinsically motivated people have been found to be less flexible and more rigid . . 

. [but that] students given an intrinsic motivation wrote poems that were judged to 

be more creative than those produced by a control group” (Kaufman). This is the 

eternal paradox of creativity: When one’s creative efforts actually stand to bring in 

tactile, external benefits, the well of inspiration runs dry.  
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Conclusion: Finding Balance 

So what should an aspiring writer do? The answer is simple: Find a balance. 

Make sure that your side profession complements your creative tendencies instead 

of overtaking them. Making a steady income is not necessarily synonymous with 

the draining of one’s talents. There are plenty of jobs that offer relatively secure 

income without sucking one’s soul dry. Of course, it varies from person to person, 

hence this essay’s abstinence from laying out the steps of success in a direct 

manner.  

It is possible to make a living out of creative writing, but is not guaranteed. 

For that reason, no one should look at writing novels as a get rich quick scheme, or 

even a get rich eventually scheme. If one lacks the proper motivation for writing, 

the writing will be flat, dishonest, and untrue to the creative soul. What the aspiring 

creative writer should do is find an initial profession that allows them to develop 

their skills and works with, not against, their creative tendencies. Many writers find 

success along the way as they pursue teaching, editorial writing, or even interior 

design. Overall, the most important thing is to never stop trying, and to always feed 

your creative soul. Success, especially in the literary realm, is like a cat. Chase it, 

and it will run away. But if you consistently feed it as you go about your other daily 

tasks, eventually, it will come sit on your lap and refuse to budge. 
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